The electromagnetic form factors of the ∆ and Ω baryons are calculated in the framework of Poincaré-covariant bound-state equations. The quark-quark interaction is truncated to a single dressed-gluon exchange where for the dressings we use two different models and compare the results. The calculation predicts an oblate shape for the electric charge distribution and a prolate shape for the magnetic dipole distribution. We also identify the necessity of including pion-cloud corrections at low photon-momentum transfer.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spatial distribution of hadrons' extensive properties, such as mass or electric charge, is of especial relevance in the understanding of low-energy QCD dynamics, since they probe the details of the quark-quark and gluon-quark interactions.
The electromagnetic properties of the proton have been widely studied experimentally, providing a good picture of its internal structure. This is not the case, however, for the lightest baryonic resonance, the ∆(1232). Its short lifetime makes the study of its properties difficult and only the magnetic moments of ∆ ++ [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and ∆ + [10, 11] are known, albeit with large errors. An indirect estimation of the ∆ + electric quadrupole moment from the γN → ∆ transition quadrupole moment was given in [12] . The Ω(1672) decays weakly, instead, and this has allowed for a precise measurement of its magnetic dipole moment [10] .
For finite values of the photon momentum the only information available comes from lattice QCD calculations [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Although constantly improving, these calculations suffer from the usual problem of not yet being able to work at the physical pion mass. Moreover, the limit of vanishing photon momentum is unreachable for technical reasons. The calculation of the electromagnetic properties of the Delta and Omega baryons has also been tackled from a number of constituent quark models [18] [19] [20] [21] , chiral quark-soliton model [22] , chiral perturbation theory [23, 24] and QCD sum rules [25] .
In this paper, we investigate the electromagnetic properties of the Delta and Omega baryon in the framework of covariant Bethe-Salpeter equations. In section II we introduce the general formalism of Bethe-Salpeter equations (BSE) and Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSE). This is followed by a presentation of the truncation used in section III. In section IV the results of our calculation are discussed. Finally, we conclude in section V. * helios.sanchis-alepuz@theo.physik.uni-giessen.de
II. BARYON BETHE-SALPETER EQUATION AND COUPLING TO AN EXTERNAL FIELD
The evolution of a three-quark system in quantum field theory is described through the six-quark Green's function G (3) (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) (in momentum space) or, equivalently, its amputated version the scattering matrix T (3) (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ). This function can be obtained by solving a Dyson equation
or, equivalently,
where G 0 is the disconnected product of three full quark propagators and −iK is the three-quark interaction kernel. The latter includes three-and two-particle irreducible interactions
with a denoting the spectator quark (see e.g. Fig. 2 ). The full quark propagator S is obtained by solving the quark propagator DSE (see Fig. 1 )
where S 0 is the (renormalized) bare propagator
Γ ν gqq is the full quark-gluon vertex and D µν is the full gluon propagator and Z 1f and Z 2 are renormalization constants. In the Landau gauge the gluon propagator takes the form
with Z(k 2 ) a dressing function to be determined and T µν the transverse projector
The bare quark mass m in (6) must be provided as a parameter. When the three-quark system forms a bound state, the Green's function T (3) develops a pole at P 2 = −M 2 , with P the total quark momentum
and p i the quark momenta, with M the bound-state mass. At the bound state pole one defines
where N is a normalization factor which, in the case of spin-3 /2 particles is 2M . The function Ψ is the boundstate Bethe-Salpeter amplitude andΨ its charge conjugate. They are expressed as tensor products of flavor, color and spin parts which describe a baryon in terms of its constituent quarks. For spin-3 /2 baryons the spin part is itself a mixed tensor with four Dirac indices and one Lorentz index [26] [27] [28] . Substituting (10) in (2) or in (3), and keeping only the singular terms, we arrive at the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the three-quark bound state
A systematic procedure to couple an external gauge field to the constituents of a three-particle system described by integral equations is the so-called gauging of the equations, introduced in [29] [30] [31] [32] . It ensures that the resulting equations are gauge invariant and that there is no over-counting of diagrams. For our purposes it suffices to say that the gauging of equations acts as a derivative on the integral equation. That is, (1) becomes
where the superindex µ denotes a gauged function (that is, coupled to the gauge field). This equation can be rewritten, using (1), as
To have an expression for K µ one needs to specify the interaction kernel. In the next section we shall obtain the gauged kernel in the case of the Rainbow-Ladder truncation. The gauged quark propagator allows the introduction of the proper vertex Γ µ through the definition
which, in the case that concerns us in this paper, represents the fully dressed quark-photon vertex.
The bound-state electromagnetic current J µ can be introduced at the bound-state pole by
Substituting in (14) and using (11) and (12) we arrive at
The electromagnetic form factors are calculated via the identification of (17) with the expression of the current imposed by symmetry principles (see Appendix A).
III. RAINBOW-LADDER TRUNCATION
To solve (11) one needs to specify the interaction kernel K. An exact expression for this kernel is in general not available and one has to resort to some truncation scheme. The simplest consistent scheme is known as Rainbow-Ladder (RL) truncation. This truncation preserves the axial-vector Ward-Takahashi identity, which relates the quark-antiquark interaction kernel and the quark-gluon vertex in the quark DSE [33, 34] . In the meson sector this identity ensures that pions are the Goldstone bosons of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking [35] . The RL truncation reduces the quark-antiquark kernel to a single dressed-gluon exchange. The full quarkgluon vertex is projected onto the tree-level Lorentz structure γ µ and the non-perturbative dressing is restricted to depend on the gluon momentum only and has to be modelled. It is customary to include this dressing and the gluon propagator dressing Z(k 2 ) in a single effective interaction α(k 2 ). A. Three-quark bound state equations
Interactions in the baryon sector are not restricted, in principle, by the axial-vector Ward-Takahashi identity. However, we adopt here for the quark-quark interaction kernel the same truncation scheme and neglect the threeparticle irreducible interactions. The three-body BSE (11) in the RL truncation, which is also known as covariant Faddeev equation (and, correspondingly, the BetheSalpeter amplitudes Ψ are called Faddeev amplitudes), reads (see Fig. 2 )
where we have absorbed the −i factor into the definition of K, so that it is defined as
with Z 2 the quark renormalization constant. We have used the generic index I to refer to the bound state (as opposed to the first three Greek indices in the Faddeev amplitude which denote the valence quarks); for the case of a spin-3 /2 baryon I consists of a Dirac and a Lorentz index. In (18) , the flavor part of the Faddeev amplitudes has been factored out because the interaction kernel is flavor-independent and the factor C = −2/3 stems from the traces of the color structures. The Faddeev amplitudes depend on the quark momenta p 1 , p 2 and p 3 , but this dependence can be reexpressed in terms of the total momentum P and two relative momenta p and q
with ζ a free momentum partitioning parameter, which we choose ζ = 1/3 for numerical convenience. The internal quark propagators depend on the internal quark
with k the gluon momentum. The internal relative momenta, for each of the three terms in the Faddeev equation, are
The quark DSE in the RL truncation reduces to
where now in K, see (19), we have C = 4/3 and k = p−q.
B. Bound state electromagnetic current and quark-photon vertex
The expression for the current (17) simplifies considerably in the RL truncation. Since K (3) is absent and K (2) is reduced to the exchange of a neutral particle, the photon can only couple to the quark propagator through the term S −1 in (4). Defining 1 µ = (SS −1 ) µ = 0 we obtain
where we used (15) . Thus (17) 
where we defined
as a result of the first term in the Faddeev equation (18) and in a similar fashion we define Ψ {2} and Ψ {3} . The injected momentum Q is introduced via the final and initial momenta of the interacting quark κ
The relative momenta in the respective terms of (24) are, using the definitions in (20) ,
and since the initial and final states are on-shell, the total momenta are constrained to be P
, with M the mass of the bound-state. As is the case for the Faddeev equation, the three terms in (24) are formally the same when the momentum partitioning parameter is chosen to be ζ = 1/3.
The quark-photon vertex Γ µ can naturally be incorporated in the framework of covariant bound-state equations by calculating it from an inhomogenous BetheSalpeter equation
and using for Kthe RL kernel (19) with C = 4/3 and for the quark propagator S the solutions of the RLtruncated quark DSE (22) . We calculate this in the appropriate moving frame following Ref. [36] .
C. Effective interactions
The appearance of the effective interaction in (19) will a priori introduce a model dependence on our results. In fact, this is the only model input of the approach. To assess how strong is this dependence and to identify the possible model-independent features, we use two different models for the effective interaction in our calculations.
The first model we use is known as the Maris-Tandy model [37, 38] and has dominated hadron studies within Rainbow-Ladder. This dominance is well-earned since this ansatz performs very well when it comes to the purely phenomenological calculation of ground-state meson and baryon properties. However, this model has no clear connection to QCD in the intermediate-and lowmomentum regime and is, therefore, not entirely satisfactory to gain understanding of the formation of hadronic bound-states in QCD. On the other hand, with the rapid improvement in our knowledge of QCD Green's functions from both lattice and functional approaches, it is possible to define different effective interactions which, presumably, capture more faithfully some of QCD's features. Based on this, an effective interaction has been proposed in Ref. [39] .
Note that the fact that an effective interaction captures more features of QCD does not necessarily mean that it will perform better phenomenologically. This is because the interaction is used within a given truncation scheme and, therefore, if one wants to reproduce hadron properties the model has to be tuned to account for the effect of the missing contributions. In particular, it has been shown in [40] that dynamical quark-mass generation is accompanied by the appearance of scalar components in the quark-gluon vertex. An application of this beyond Rainbow-Ladder has been pursued in Refs. [41, 42] with a non-diagrammatic means provided in Ref. [43] . In addition, unquenching effects in the form of a pion back coupling to the quark propagator and two-body kernel have been investigated in Refs. [44, 45] . However, none of these methods have yet been extended to the covariant three-body problem presented here and so we restrict ourselves to Rainbow-Ladder. Since we lose many components of the quark-gluon vertex we therefore construct an effective interaction that attempts to mimic their contribution.
In this respect, both models described below are designed to correctly reproduce dynamical chiral-symmetry breaking as well as pion properties at the physical u/d mass. This means that they account for missing effects in the bound-state pseudoscalar meson sector and at this quark mass. As a consequence, both interactions have similar strength at the intermediate momentum region ∼ 0.5 − 1 GeV (see Fig. 4 ). These two interactions have previously been compared in Ref. [46] .
Maris-Tandy model
In the Maris-Tandy (MT) model [37, 38] the effective running coupling is given by
which reproduces the one-loop QCD behavior in the UV and features a Gaussian distribution in the intermediate momentum region (see Fig. 4 ) that provides dynamical chiral symmetry breaking. The scale Λ t = 1 GeV is introduced for technical reasons and has no impact on the results. Therefore, the interaction strength is characterized by an energy scale Λ, fixed to Λ = 0.74 GeV to reproduce correctly the pion decay constant from the RL-truncated meson-BSE. The dimensionless parameter η controls the width of the interaction. For the anomalous dimension we use γ m = 12/(11N C − 2N f ) = 12/25, corresponding to N f = 4 flavors and N c = 3 colors. For the QCD scale Λ QCD = 0.234 GeV. Many ground-state hadron observables have been found to be almost insensitive to the value of η around η = 1.8 (see, e.g. [47] [48] [49] ). This has been used as an argument in favor of the model independence of Rainbow-Ladder results. Instead of pursuing this line of research, we prefer to introduce a new, non-related model to evaluate the validity of those assertions.
Note
Soft-divergence model
The model of Ref. [39] , called soft-divergence or SD model from here on, is motivated by the desire to account for the U A (1)-anomaly by the Kogut-Susskind mechanism [50, 51] . The effective coupling is constructed as the product of the gluon dressing [52, 53] and a model for the non-perturbative behavior of the quark-gluon ver- tex [40] ,
The four terms in parentheses are: the IR scaling of the gluon propagator; IR scaling of the quark-gluon vertex; logarithmic running of the gluon propagator; and the logarithmic running of the quark-gluon vertex. Additionally, the last two are constructed to interpolate between the IR and UV behavior. The remaining terms are defined as
where 
A remark on missing mesonic effects
The MT and SD model both rely upon the phenomenology of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking in the light quark sector to determine their parameters. Therefore effects we might consider to be beyond RL are absorbed into the model parameterisation. In particular, since these are determined in the light-quark sector we implicitly include those contributions due to interactions at the hadronic level. Here the pion as the lightest hadron plays a special role in the dressing of baryons. Amongst these contributions, non-perturbative pionic effects -also sometimes called pion-cloud effects, see e.g. Ref. [54] and references therein -are expected to have a sizeable influence on hadron properties like the masses or the decay constants. Consequently when fixing the model parameters in the light-quark sector, large parts of these so-called pion-cloud contributions are "parameterised" in cf., the discussion in Ref. [55] . According to Zweig's rule the meson-cloud around the triple-strange Ω will be mostly constituted of kaons. Due to their higher mass as compared to pions, perturbative as well as non-perturbative mesonic effects are significantly smaller for the ground state properties of the Ω than for the ground state properties of the ∆. However, as we do not change the parameters of the model for the Ω we expect to find larger deviations from experimental values. This is because we actually then overestimate the beyond RL effects; they look larger despite being actually smaller. This should be kept in mind when comparing our results to lattice data and experimental observations.
IV. RESULTS
We computed the electromagnetic current of the Delta and the Omega baryons and extracted the corresponding form factors using (A12). As explained in previous sections, the interaction parameters and bare quark masses are fitted to reproduce meson properties. In the baryon sector, therefore, there are no further parameters to be fixed.
Of the four ∆(1232) isospin partners, we restrict the discussion to the ∆ + since, due to the assumption of isospin symmetry, the form factors of the remaining isopartners can be obtained by multiplying with the corresponding baryon charge. This, in particular, implies that all ∆ 0 form factors are identically zero in our approach. The solution of the Faddeev equation, (18) , and the subsequent calculation of the electromagnetic current via (24) is a numerically complicated task, chiefly as a consequence of the expansion of the Faddeev amplitudes in 128 Lorentz covariants and in a number of Chebyshev polynomials for the angular dependence, which entails that one must solve for an equal number of coefficients. Due to CPU-time and memory limitations, the number of quadrature points used in the numerical integrations must be kept small. Moreover, the presence of inverse powers of Q in the equations for the extraction of the form factors (A12) implies that, to obtain reliable results at low Q and even finite results in the limit Q → 0, very delicate cancelations among the many terms that contribute to the current must take place. For these reasons, that limit is difficult to reach with our current resources, especially for the electric quadrupole, see also Ref. [56] , and magnetic octupole form factors.
A. Electric monopole form factor and charge radius
The calculated electric monopole form factor G E0 (Q 2 ) for the ∆ + is shown in the upper-left panel of 
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FIG. 5. Electromagnetic form factors for the ∆
+ using the Maris-tandy (MT) and the soft-divergence (SD) models. We compare with unquenched lattice data (DWF) at three different pion masses [13, 14] fermions at three different pion masses [13, 14] . The natural scale associated to the problem is the Delta mass; since MT and SD models, as well as lattice calculations, give different values for this mass, we plot the evolution of the form factors in terms of the dimensionless quantity Q 2 /M 2 to remove the scale ambiguity that appears in the comparison of results using different approaches/models. We stress again that, since we assume isospin symmetry, the form factors for the ∆ ++ , ∆ 0 and ∆ − are obtained by multiplying the former by the corresponding charge.
We see from Fig. 5 that both the MT and the SD models show good agreement with lattice calculations. The Q 2 -evolution of G E0 differs slightly for the two models we considered. However, one must bear in mind that we are working here with the simplest chiral-symmetrypreserving interaction kernel (namely, the RL kernel). Since the effective couplings are tailored to reproduce meson observables, we consider it sufficient if they reproduce baryon properties at the level of a few percent. From this point of view, we can say that the behavior of
is qualitatively model independent in our approach.
The charge radius is calculated using the equation
and the results are shown in Table I for the MT and SD models as well as for lattice calculations. As before, we can suppress the scale dependence of the charge radius by calculating the dimensionless quantity < r
∆ . This quantity shows a better agreement with the lattice data than the dimensionful charge radius does, although the value for the SD model is significantly larger.
It is worth mentioning that chiral perturbation theory shows that, when the ∆ → N π decay channel opens, the charge radius changes abruptly to a lower value [24] . Since in our calculation we do not provide a mechanism for the Delta to decay, it is therefore reasonable that in a full calculation this would lead to a lower result for − using the Maris-tandy (MT) and the soft-divergence (SD) models. We compare with unquenched (DWF) and mixed (Hyb.) lattice data at three different pion masses [15] < r 2 E0 >. This effect, nevertheless, would be compensated partly by the inclusion of mesonic effects.
Since we asume isospin symmetry, in our framework the Ω baryon is identical to the ∆ but evaluated at a different current-quark mass. We show the evolution of the electromagnetic form factors for the Ω − in Fig. 6 . The calculation shows good agreement with lattice data for both models and, as before, a qualitative agreement between them. The electric charge radius is shown in Table II. In this case the calculated charge radius is smaller than the lattice values. However, the dimensionless quantity < r 2 E0 > M 2 Ω shows good agreement between our results and lattice. Also, our result for this quantity shows little quark-mass dependence, as can be seen by comparing the values for the Ω and the ∆; presumably, the inclusion of pion-cloud effects, or indeed other flavor dependent contributions beyond that of RainbowLadder, would account for the quark-mass dependence of the charge radius.
B. Magnetic dipole form factor
As already mentioned above, the magnetic moments of the ∆ + and ∆ ++ are two of the few electromagnetic properties of the Delta for which we have experimental input. The value at Q 2 = 0 of the magnetic dipole form factor G M1 (0) for the ∆ + , which is related to the magnetic moment via the relation
is given in Table I . We find good agreement between our results and the lattice data at different pion masses. The value of G M1 (0) for the Ω − is shown in Table II . Here the comparison with lattice is less favorable, and we clearly underestimate the experimental value which, in this case, is very accurately measured. This is a signature of missing meson-cloud effects whose relevance is, as discussed in the last section, somewhat obscured at the u/d quark mass region since the effective interactions are fitted for
M∆(GeV) > and for GM1(0) (∝ µ). We compare our results for the MT model (F-MT) and for the SD model (F-SD) with a lattice calculation with dynamical Wilson fermions at mπ = 384 MeV (DW1), mπ = 509 MeV (DW2) and mπ = 691 MeV (DW3) [13, 14] . For GM1(0) we also compare with the experimental value [10, 11] .
Exp.
MΩ(GeV) > and for GM1(0) (∝ µ). We compare our results for the MT model (F-MT) and for the SD model (F-SD) with a lattice calculation with dynamical Wilson fermions at mπ = 297 MeV (DW1), mπ = 330 MeV (DW2) and with a hybrid action at mπ = 353 MeV (Hyb) [15] . For GM1(0) we also compare to the experimental value [10] .
that sector, thus in a sense incorporating pion-cloud effects in the parameters of the model.
The evolution of G M1 with the photon momentum also compares favorably with lattice results in the case of the ∆. Again, this is not the case for the Ω as now both models differ significantly from lattice calculations at low-Q 2 , where pion-and kaon-cloud effects are expected to be more relevant.
C. Electric quadrupole form factor
A non-vanishing value for the electric quadrupole moment signals the deformation of the electric charge distribution from sphericity. It would be identically zero if the baryon were formed only by s-wave components. In our approach, the presence of higher angularmomentum components is a natural consequence of requiring Poincaré covariance [27] . Nevertheless, the relative importance of these components is dictated by the dynamics and we could still obtain a non-trivial vanishing value for this moment.
We show our calculations for the electric quadrupole form factor and its evolution with Q 2 in the bottomright panel of Fig. 5 . Although the precise vale of G E2 (0) is very sensitive to numerical accuracy (due to the presence of an 1/Q 4 factor when extracting the form factor from the electromagnetic current; see (A12)), we clearly see that for both the MT and SD models it is non-vanishing and negative. In the Breit frame (and for positively charged baryons), a negative value of the electric quadrupole moment can be interpreted as an oblate distribution of electric charge. This result agrees with lattice estimations, albeit in this case lattice gives very noisy results and only for relatively high Q-values.
As expected, we obtain similar results for the Ω − , although with a different sign coming from the Ω charge. The electric quadrupole form factor is non-vanishing and negative, and therefore the charge distribution in this case also features an oblate shape. This result agrees as well with the available lattice data.
D. Magnetic octupole form factor
Similar to the electric quadrupole moment, in the Breit frame the magnetic octupole moment measures the deviation from sphericity of the magnetic dipole distribution.
In the case of the magnetic octupole, we have to face an 1/Q 6 factor when extracting the form factor from the electromagnetic current. This entails that, with our current accuracy, we cannot give a reliable value for G M3 (0), as is clearly seen in the bottom-right panels of Figs. 5 and 6. However, in both cases and for both the MT and the SD models, we can unambiguously say that the magnetic octupole moment is non-vanishing but small, and positive (negative for the Ω − ). We therefore predict a prolate distribution of the magnetic dipole. Unfortunately, for the magnetic octupole form factor there are no reliable lattice calculations to compare with, although a quenched calculation [17] suggests a negative sign for the ∆ + , in contradiction to our findings. It is very well possible that a more elaborate truncation would change the sign of our results. However, it is for us very difficult to estimate a priori how the inclusion of, for instance, a pion-, resp., kaon-cloud would modify them.
V. SUMMARY
We have shown the calculation of the electromagnetic form factors of the ∆ and Ω baryons in the Poincaré-covariant BSE and DSE framework. This framework has as a goal to provide an unified and systematically improvable approach to hadron physics from continuum QCD. The calculation presented here uses the Rainbow-Ladder truncation of the complete interaction kernel and within this truncation scheme we solved self-consistently for all the elements in the equations, namely the full quark propagator and quark-photon vertex. We have performed the calculations using two different models for the dressings required in the RL truncation, as an attempt to provide results which are qualitatively model-independent.
Our results at u/d quark mass show good agreement with lattice calculations and are compatible with the few experimental data available for the ∆. We obtain a negative value of the electric quadrupole moment, indicating an oblate charge distribution. The sign of the magnetic octupole moment is, however, positive, which would correspond to a prolate magnetic dipole distribution. In the absence of a proper treatment of the current-quark mass dependence of mesonic effects or the quark-gluon interaction in our calculations, we find a weak dependence of the electromagnetic properties on the current-quark mass. It is, therefore, reasonable that we observe discrepancies between our results and lattice calculations for the Ω form factors.
This calculation, and especially the magnetic octupole form factor, is very sensitive to numerical artefacts and for this reason the inaccuracy of the results is sometimes significant. Improvements on our algorithms and the employment of more elaborate interaction kernels are thus desirable in order to verify, in particular, the sign of the magnetic octupole moment.
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The electromagnetic current for a spin-3 /2 particle is characterized by four form factors F i (Q 2 ) [57, 58] . Its expression reads J µ,αβ (P, Q) = P αα
where P is the Rarita-Schwinger projector
with γ µ T = T µν P γ ν , T µν P the transverse projector (8) and the hat denotes a unit vector. P i and P f are the initial and final baryon total momenta, respectively, Q = P f −P i is the photon momentum, M is the baryon mass and P = (P f + P i )/2. The form factors that are measured experimentally are the electric monopole (G E0 (Q 2 )), magnetic dipole (G M1 (Q 2 )), electric quadrupole (G E2 (Q 2 )) and magnetic octupole (G M3 (Q 2 )) form factors. They are related to the F ′ i s via [57] 
with τ = Q 2 /4M 2 . It is shown in [57] that if charge and magnetic dipole distribution in the baryon is spherically symmetric then G E2 and G M3 must vanish, respectively; therefore they measure the deformation of the object. At Q 2 = 0 the form factors define the electric charge (e3 /2 ), magnetic dipole moment (µ3 /2 ), electric quadrupole moment (Q3 /2 ) and magnetic octupole moment (O3 /2 ) of a
